MEI® cash and credit solution

MEI’s turnkey solution enables cash and
credit vending, and provides so much more
The ultimate in vending choice
and opportunity, control and
convenience for both consumers
and operators alike.
The MEI combo acceptor allows you to easily
provide cash and credit payment options
to the consumer. The MEI remote data port
links your vending machines and manages
transactions in varying vending environments
through an efficient and effective
communication network. When combined with
an MEI approved financial services supplier,
the turnkey solution is complete. Cash and
credit vending is now a reality and you’ve
jumped ahead of your competition.

Combo acceptor features:
➤ Local area network (LAN) boosts signal to
overcome in-building radio dead spots
➤

MDB interface

➤

Fits existing bezel openings

➤

Data encryption for secure
transactions

Remote data port extends your
vending capabilities to include:
➤

Credit card transactions

➤

Audit

➤

Machine alerts

➤

First walk elimination

➤

Dynamic Scheduling

www.meigroup.com

MEI® cash and credit solution
Installs easily with minimal training

Consumers
The consumer sees an attractive and easy-to-understand payment unit, which
allows them to choose their payment method. They can pay with cash, credit
card, debit card or MEI coupon at the same machine.
The transaction process is easy convenient,
clear, fast and secure.
Accepts credit cards, debit cards, cash
and MEI coupons
➤ Increases consumer choice and satisfaction
➤ Easily visible in bright light to darkness
➤ 2-line display is easy to read and understand
➤ Transaction is fast and display explains
all activity as it happens
➤ Allows consumers to easily cancel a transaction
with the touch of one button

T -harness cables make installation simple
and safe
➤ Software uploads to flash memory quickly
and easily
➤ Drivers can be trained in under one hour
➤

➤

Vend Operator/Bottler
The vend operator/bottler can now offer both cash and credit payment options
without having to purchase separate equipment, cut holes in the machine or
deal with multiple suppliers. A single point of contact will open a whole new
world of cash and credit acceptance.

Additional Options
The vend operator/bottler can even take advantage of the many
additional benefits the MEI EASITRAX® remote data port has to offer.
When combined with MEI EASITRAX® vending management software,
applications such as remote monitoring and curbside polling are
within reach.

Monitor machines remotely
T rack empty spirals and product sales by interval; track machine
downtime and optimize routes with Dynamic Scheduling
➤ Utilize machine sensors to notify you of an open door, full cash box,
inoperable compressor or electronic lock usage
➤

Poll machines at curbside
➤

Increase sales and site retention
 ore payment options means less consumers walk away due to lack of cash
M
MEI generic and custom coupons allow for flexible programs to be provided
to a customer site
➤ Offering both cash and credit vending in an integrated system is a
competitive advantage
➤
➤

Operates virtually anywhere
Installs in existing MEI VN2512 mountings
Operates over full vending temperature range in bright light
to dark locations
➤ Resists debris, including dust, dirt and the insertion of coins
➤ Armored bezel features tough, chrome-steel design
➤ Great for outdoor, public and high traffic areas
➤
➤

Flexible Communications Network

 uery machine inventory from the truck and eliminate the
Q
first walk to the machine using the LAN module

Complete Accountability
Full Sales (Cash and Non-Cash)
➤ Product
➤ Time
➤

Once you make the decision to offer your customers a choice, your
choice is easy, MEI. Get the hardware you need, a communications
network and communications provider that suits your vending
environment and set up your clearing house with a single phone call.
Now that’s a one-stop solution!
With over 35 years’ experience in the vending industry, MEI continues to
focus on building innovations that benefit vending operators and bottlers
and enhance the consumer experience. MEI payment systems’ technology
is considered the most reliable choice in hundreds of real-world
applications and has earned the best performance rating in the market.

 ireless Local Area Network (LAN) Module
W
– Link up to 32 machines in order to reduce costs of Wide Area
communications
– Secure network communications
➤ Wide Area Network (WAN) Module
– LinkOptional communications module based on cellular,
network or telephone technology
➤

– LinkOnly one WAN module is required for each LAN group
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MEI is ISO 9001:2000 Certified

